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Abstract 
 
Halogen bonding is a weak interaction. In this thesis the three center four electron 
halogen bond, [N−X−N]+, has been studied. The lighter halogens form highly 
unstable halonium ions that are reactive towards nucleophiles and their complexes 
were therefore investigated at low temperatures. Whereas the chlorine-centered 
halogen bond was found to be symmetric, the fluorine-centered one is shown to be 
asymmetric in solution. These geometries have been determined by NMR 
spectroscopic evidences and computations at the DFT level. For determining the 
influence of the counterion on the iodine-centered halogen bond, the isotopic 
perturbation of equilibrium (IPE) technique was applied with 13C {1H,2H} NMR 
detection in solution, and X-ray diffraction in the solid state. The symmetric 
arrangement of [N−I−N]+ complexes possessing two equal N−I halogen bonds 
remains undisturbed, independent of the choice of counterion and also when it has 
been scavenged. In comparison, silver centered [N−Ag−N]+ complexes although 
similar in size to the iodonium center, show direct counterion coordination to the 
metal center.  
 
The three center four electron complex of a positively charged carbenium ion 
trapped between two nitrogenous donors forming a thermodynamically stable 
pentavalent [N−C−N]+ complex has also been studied. The structure and 
properties of this complex is discussed based on NMR spectroscopic and reaction 
kinetic evidences in comparison to the analogous three-centered [N−X−N]+ 
halogen bond. A geometrically restrained bidentate Lewis base is shown to be 
necessary for the formation of this pentavalent complex. NMR spectroscopic and 
X-ray crystallographic evidences indicate that a monodentate Lewis base induces a 
reaction instead of stabilizing the reactive species as a thermodynamically stable 
complex. As the geometry of the pentavalent complex greatly resembles the SN2 
transition state, it affords a smoothly modifiable model system for the investigation 
of fundamental reaction mechanisms and chemical bonding theories 
 
 
Keywords: three center four electron, halonium, carbenium, carbonium, pentavalent, 
symmetry, isotopic perturbation of equilibrium, NMR, variable temperature, counterion                                                               
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1. General Introduction  
 
Halogen bonding (XB), an electron density donation based weak interaction 
between an electrophilic halogen and a Lewis base has gained significant attention 
due to its versatile applicability in a variety of research fields including crystal 
engineering,1 material sciences,2 medicinal chemistry and organocatalysis.3,4 To date, 
over 50% of molecules selected for high throughput screening and one-third of all 
drugs in therapeutic use contain halogens.5 It was widely believed that 
incorporating a halogen into a drug candidate lies in the halogen’s ability to increase 
lipophilicity thereby improving its ability to penetrate through lipid membranes and 
tissues. However this is not in agreement with a number of observations as for 
example; the judicious introduction of fluorine into a molecule can productively 
influence conformation, pKa, intrinsic potency and pharmacokinetic properties and 
not only alter its polarity.6 This indicates that the halogen is most likely involved in 
more selective interactions due to their positioning on the periphery of molecules.7 
Therefore a better understanding of their nature could direct design efforts for the 
incorporation of strategically selected atoms to promote ligand-receptor interaction 
with more specificity. 7 
 
Another weak interaction that retains crucial information on some of the most 
fundamental concepts of organic chemistry are those that are formed and broken 
during the transition state of a bimolecular nucleophilic substitution reaction. The 
tetravalency of a carbon atom forming a maximum of four chemical bonds is 
inherently contradicted by this transition state configuration and therefore 
properties of stable hypervalent carbon compounds have attracted considerable 
attention.8,9,10  During the formation of such high energy intermediates, the central 
carbon atom adapts a pentavalent configuration with three of its substituents lying 
in one plane and with the incoming nucleophile and the leaving groups being 
positioned apically in a linear arrangement.8 Hence, to achieve a deeper 
understanding of the labile geometry encompassed by this central carbon during 
such processes, the intermolecular pentavalent complex generated would need to be 
stabilized to extract critical information. 
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2. The Halogen Bond  
 
 
Although more commonly regarded as electron rich species with high 
electronegativity, the halogen atom can also function as an electron poor partner in 
net attractive interactions.11 The official IUPAC definition of the halogen bond12 
was only released as recently as 2013 and describes the phenomenon to occur when 
there is an evidence of a net attractive interaction between an electrophilic region 
associated with the surface of a halogen atom in a molecular entity and a 
nucleophilic region in another, or the same, molecular entity. This is typically 
denoted by R−X⋅⋅⋅D, where R−X is the halogen bond donor and X is any halogen 
atom (I, Br, Cl and rarely F) that is covalently bound to a group(s) R and can accept 
electron density donation from the nucleophilic region of a halogen bond acceptor 
D (Figure 1). The nomenclature is, albeit somewhat confusingly, contrary to the 
conventional definition of a donor-acceptor relationship used for metal complexes, 
but rather defined in a manner to emphasize similarity to that for hydrogen 
bonding (HB) whereby the HB donor has the partially positively charged [H]+ that 
interacts with a LB. Similarly in XB, although the donor D donates its electron 
density to the electrophilic region of the halogen atom, it is defined as the halogen 
bond acceptor as it accepts the partially positively charged halogen of the halogen 
bond donor, R−X.  Of the extensive list of features that characterize the halogen 
bond12, those that are most important to the complexes discussed in this thesis are 
highlighted below: 
 
• It is a non-covalent interaction and the forces that dominate its formation are 
primarily electrostatic, but polarization, charge transfer and dispersion all play 
an important role. 
• The attractive nature of the X-bond results in the interatomic distance between 
X and D to be less than the sum of the van der Waals radii of the participating 
atoms. The stronger the interaction, the shorter this distance is. 
• The bond formed tends to be close to linear and the angle Y−X⋅⋅⋅D close to 
180° 
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? The bond strength decreases as electronegativity of the halogen increases 
rendering fluorine to be the poorest halogen bond donor and iodine the 
strongest. 
? XB effects are usually observable by NMR spectroscopy both in solution and in 
the solid state. 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the R?X???D model used to describe XB 
 
 
Although these interaction types were noticed almost 200 years ago with the 
formation of an iodine-ammonia complex whereby the iodine accepts electron 
density donation from the nitrogen of ammonia, it did not receive widespread 
attention until Odd Hassel received the Nobel Prize in 1969.13 During the mid-70’s 
Dumas first introduces the term “halogen bonding”, after which the discussion of 
the interaction type lay dormant for almost a decade as it was thought to occur 
mostly in the solid state.14 With the work of Desiraju and Legon, halogen bonding 
re-emerged in the late 80’s and by the late 90’s received a considerable amount of 
interest as Resnati and Metrangolo demonstrated their application in crystal 
engineering. 15 Over the last decade, halogen bonding has been intensely studied 
and its existence is now widely accepted. 
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Figure 2. A brief historical timeline of the discovery of XB 
 
?????????-hole 
 
In order to understand how electron-rich species such as the halogens can 
favorably interact with other electronegative sites, Clark et al. have provided an 
explanation at the molecular orbital level.16,17 Due to an anisotropic charge 
distribution that forms when a halogen participates in a covalent interaction, 
positive electrostatic potential arises on the outermost portion of the surface of the 
??????????????????? ?????????????? ??????-hole” (Figure 3). ???? ??????-hole arises 
due to the region of electron density depletion occurring along the extension of the 
R????-bond in the R?X???D model system; i.e. ?????* ????????????????????????????
covalently bound halogen, where X = F, Cl, Br or I, the halogen follows an 
approximate s2px2py2pz1 configuration with the RX bond centered along the z-axis. 
The belt of negative potential develops around the lateral sides of the molecule 
perpendicular to the R?X bond thereby leaving the outermost portion - opposite 
???????????– with a partial positive charge. This electropositive tip of the halogen 
can interact favorably with the negative electrostatic potential of an electron donor 
(Figure 3). T????????????????-hole, i.e., the extent of the electron density depletion 
depends on the polarizability and electronegativity of the halogen atom. The more 
???????????? ???? ???????? ???? ???? ????? ????????? ??? ???? ?-hole and stronger is the 
halogen bond that it forms. Therefore the strength of the halogen bond increases 
in the order of I > Br >> Cl >> F rendering the lighter halogens to be significantly 
??????? ???????? ????? ???????? ???? ????????? ?????????? ??? ???? ?-hole can also be 
increased by making the molecular environment around it more electron 
withdrawing.  
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X
pz
pxpy
R :LB
  +ve "σ hole"
-ve belt
σ bond
 
 
Figure 3. Electronic configuration followed by a covalently bound halogen (px2py2pz1) that 
gives rise to the positive electrostatic potential along the z-axis. The charge distribution across 
the halogen atom’s surface becomes anisotropic when it participates in a covalent interaction. 
 
 
An illustration of the σ-hole concept is shown in Figure 4 using N-halopyridinium 
ions as an example. The size of the σ-hole shown in dark blue consecutively gets 
smaller as we go from iodine to fluorine (left to right). The positive tip is largest for 
the most polarizable iodine and almost non-existent for the highly electronegative 
fluorine. However, it should be emphasized that a purely electrostatic model alone 
as put forward by the sigma hole description is not sufficient to describe all XB 
interaction types. Further consideration is therefore required as alternative forces 
such as charge transfer and dispersion also play key roles.18,19  All X-bonded 
systems discussed in this thesis possess significant charge transfer contribution in 
addition to electrostatics and majority of the systems completely lack σ-holes.  
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more positive                             less positive 
 
 
Figure 4. The computed surface electrostatic potential of N-halopyridinium ions visualizing 
the ?-hole of I (left), Br, Cl and F(right). The color range denotes most positive to least 
positive in the order of blue > light blue > green > yellow > red 
 
 
2.2 Halogen vs Hydrogen Bonding 
 
The term halogen bonding - often referred to as the ‘long lost brother of the hydrogen 
bond’ – was introduced to be used analogously with the more widely discussed 
hydrogen bonding (HB) due to similarities between the two interaction types.5,20, 
Although the existence of XB in solution was established earlier,21 efforts put 
forward by  Desiraju, Resnati and Metrangolo revived the curiosity of the scientific 
community towards XB.22-24 Some important donor-acceptor features of the X-
Bond (R?X???D) and H-Bond (R?H???D) are summarized here below.25-27 
 
? Both are short range, electrostatically driven, non-covalent interactions between 
an electropositive halogen or hydrogen (lewis acidic) and can accept electron 
density from a donor (lewis base).  
? XB interactions are specific and strongly directional with the R?X???D angle 
close to 180° whereas HB directionality falls inbetween the non-directional van 
der Waals interaction and the highly directional covalent bond 
? The energy of a hydrogen bond lies in the range of 4 to 160 kJmol-1 and for X-
bonds in the range from 5-180 kJ mol-1 with I3- and FHF being extreme 
examples. 
? Since XBs and HBs share similar sets of acceptors, the two interaction types can 
compete against each other. 
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3. XB Applications and Examples 
 
Resnati and Metrangolo et al.28-30 examined the relevance and strength of these 
non-covalent interactions by using perfluorohydrocarbons as XB donors. As 
shown by the example in Scheme 1, they highlight the use of halogen bonding in 
the self-assembly of molecules a, b and c where the recognition pattern controlling 
the self-assembly process can be either XB or HB. In this scenario, XB not only 
dominates over HB but also singles out the molecules involved in the construction 
of supramolecular architectures. Addition of equimolar ratios of a and b afforded 
linear chains held together by XB interactions and a with c generated a hydrogen 
bonded 1D network. In order to test the competitive ability of XB with that of HB, 
the three (a+b+c) were mixed together and crystals obtained. A remarkable 
preference was demonstrated for the XB network which crystallizes out whilst c 
remains in the liquid phase.  
 
 
N
N a
I
I
F
F
F
F
OH
OH
b c
a + b .....a....b....a....b...
a+c .....a....c....a....c...
XB network
HB network
.....a....b....a....b... XB>HBa +b+c
(CH2)2
 
 
Scheme 1. Schematic representation of XB and HB competition 28 
 
 
Rissanen et al. reported the synthesis of dimeric and hexameric capsules solely 
based on [NIN]+ halogen bonds.31-33 A variety of N-donor tripodal ligands 
participating in the formation of discrete cationic supramolecular halonium cages 
were presented with either three or six [N-I-N]+ connectors securing the two sides 
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of the cage together (Figure 5). Very similar to the methods discussed in this thesis, 
they too generate their strongly polarized electrophilic XB donor for forming the 
linkages by starting with the Ag(I) complex which undergoes a cation exchange 
process upon reaction with molecular iodine. The halonium ion generated is 
consequently trapped between the two nitrogenous donors from either side 
highlighting the strength of these species when constructing such supramolecular 
assemblies.  
 
 
Figure 5. Supramolecular cages built based on [NIN]+ halogen bonds. 31 
 
Counterion effects on XB has been demonstrated by the work of Huber et al. 
(Scheme 2) whereby better conversion of benzhydryl bromide to an amide was 
obtained by switching the CI of the activating agent from a OTf- to BF4-. Due to 
the less coordinating nature of the latter, increased electrophilicity of the iodine 
center of the activating agent towards benzhydryl bromide allowed for a more 
effective conversion increasing the yield from 85% to a staggering 97%.34 In other 
examples,35 a direct coordination by counterions was observed for hypervalent 
halonium cations in di-arylhalonium salts where their positive σ-holes are able to 
influence the formation of short contacts in the solid state with anions.  
 
Br HN CD3
O
CD3CN, H2O
-HBr
N
N
I
N N
I
2X-
X = OTf or BF4  
 
Scheme 2. A direct CI effect on XB demonstrated. 34 
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4. Carbocations 
 
Without a doubt, much of the discussion on pentacoordinate carbocations today 
dates back to ideas pioneered by Nobel laureate George A. Olah.36,37 To 
experimentally generate a three-center-4-electron (3c4e) bond of a pentacoordinate 
system, three methods are typically considered38 - (i) by coordination of two 
radicals to an unshared electron pair, or (ii) by coordination of two lone pairs to a 
vacant p orbital and (iii) by coordination of one lone pair to the antibonding orbital 
of the sigma bond. The pentavalent [NCN]+ carbonium complexes and the halogen 
bonded [NXN]+ systems discussed in this thesis are analogous to each other in that 
they both have an empty pz orbital. Both [X]+ of bis(pyridine)halogen(I)complexes 
and the [C]+ center of triphenylcarbenium tetrafluoroborate have an empty and 
available ‘p-hole’ prior to complexation, i.e. the two anti-parallel lobes of a vacant 
pz-orbital, that are analogous to the electron depleted ?-hole, and can 
simultaneously accept electron density donation from the two unshared electrons 
of the pyridine nitrogens (Figure 6). Thus by filling these p-orbitals, the reactivity of 
such electrophilic species can be modulated an analyzed. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. The three-center-four-electron bond, [N?C?N]+, of hypervalent carbons (left) 
resembles the isoelectronic three-centered halogen bonds, [N?X?N]+ (right). The empty p-
orbital of the central atom of both complexes possesses two electrophilic regions (blue) that 
simultaneously receive electrons from two Lewis bases (red), here the nonbonding orbital of 
two complexing pyridines. The structures shown above were calculated at the 
M06/MIDIX//M06/LACVP** level and are shown with the contour value 0.08 a.u. and the 
color ramp 300 (red) 2250 kJ/mol (blue). 
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For the carbocations, this configuration is normally unstable as the pentaco-
ordinate geometry corresponds to a transition structure rather than a minimum. 
Under geometrically restrained conditions, there are few reports on pentavalent 
carbons as an intramolecular complex between boron, oxygen and sulfur donors 
and crystal structures obtained.39,9 Due to the fundamental impact of the 
nucleophilic substitution reaction mechanism, the generation of model compounds 
having a stable intermolecular pentavalent carbon has been attempted in order to 
allow experimental investigation of this high energy configuration under standard 
laboratory conditions. 
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5. Objectives of this thesis 
 
The overall aim of this thesis work was to investigate the moderately strong, non-
covalent interactions involved in three-center-four-electron (3c4e) complexes of 
[X]+ and [C]+ species as part of [NXN]+ or [NCN]+ systems respectively. The 
nitrogen containing donors used for the study were either pyridine moieties or its 
geometrically restricted bidentate analog 1,2-bis(pyridine-2-ylethynyl)benzene.  
 
The specific objectives were to: 
 
• Synthesize [NXN]+ and [NCN]+ complexes in order to compare and contrast 
their geometries. 
 
• Characterize the labile and highly reactive chlorine and fluorine centered 
halonium ions as part of the [NXN]+ halogen bonded system. 
 
• Investigate whether counterions influence the geometry of the iodine centered 
halogen bond using an exceedingly accurate NMR methodology. 
 
• Compare and contrast geometric preferences of tertiary carbocations complexed 
to pyridines and 1,2-bis(pyridine-2-ylethynyl)benzene donor moieties. 
 
• Verify the ability of these carbocations to form intermolecular pentavalent 
geometries.  
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6. Chlorine and Fluorine centered XB’s (Paper I) 
 
6.1 Three center 4 electron 
 
Three-center-4-electron (3c4e) halogen bonds, sometimes also referred to as 
coordinative halogen bonds,22 are formed by the simultaneous interaction of an 
electrophilic halogen [X]+ with two electron donor functionalities, D. As the 
halonium ion by itself is a highly reactive species, they are therefore studied here as 
part of a three center system.40 In these [D⋅⋅⋅X⋅⋅⋅D]+ complexes, the halogen 
follows a different electronic configuration prior to complexation than the 
representation shown in Figure 1. The majority of the complexes discussed herein 
lack σ-holes but instead comprise of “p-holes’’19 as the electropositive charge of the 
halonium species is generated by depopulating the pz orbital (px2py2pz0) thereby 
allowing the donors to approach the empty and antiparallel lobes of the halonium 
from opposite ends (Figure7). The remaining two filled p-orbitals develop a 
negative belt around the lateral sides of the halonium ion. The electropositive tips 
are ideally positioned to simultaneously accept electron density donation from the 
lone pairs of the nitrogens giving rise to the directionality that is typical of XB’s. 
The positively charged [X]+ can thus be considered as a halogen bond donor 
capable of forming two halogen bonds simultaneously. An example of such a 
system is the [bis(pyridine)iodine]+ complex shown in Figure7.  
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Figure7. The surface electrostatic potential of the [bis(pyridine)iodine]+complex. The 
antiparallel p-holes of I+ (blue) are separated by an equatorial of neutral charge (yellow). Each 
p-hole interacts with the nonbonding electron pair of a pyridine nitrogen. The surface was 
computed on a 0.008 au contour of the electronic density for visualization. Color ranges, in 
kJ/mol, are as follows: red, less than 350, yellow between 350 and 390, green between 390 
and 470, light blue between 470 and 490, and blue greater than 490.  
 
 
Due to their unconjugated positive charge, halonium ions react readily with 
nucleophiles and are typically short lived, high energy intermediates in organic 
reactions. New and stable sources of electrophilic halogens are always desirable as 
they are considered to be synthetically useful species for I+ or Br+ transfer reactions 
in, for example, halocyclizations,41 halogenation of alkenes and alkynes.42 Since 
positively charged iodine43-46,40 and bromine are comparatively well documented 
species,40,45-46 this chapter aims to show experimental observation of chlorine and 
fluorine centered halogen bonds by stabilizing these halogens between nitrogen 
donors and describe their geometries using solution spectroscopy and 
computational methods (paper I). 
 
6.2 Synthesis and NMR of 3c 
 
[NXN]+ systems were synthesized using a published procedure employed for 
analyzing the iodine and bromine centered analogs.40 We start by generating the 
precursor [bis(pyridine)silver]+ complex 2 which undergoes a cation exchange 
process in the presence of molecular X2. The driving force for generating the X+ 
species is therefore the precipitation of the silver halide salt, whereas the X+ is 
stabilized by getting trapped between the two Lewis basic pyridines (Scheme 3). 
The AgX that precipitates is removed by centrifugation followed by a transfer of 
the supernatant to a separate vial under an Ar(g) atmosphere. Addition of hexane 
to the supernatant yields complexes 3a and 3b as solids.  
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Scheme 3. General route to [NXN]+ complexes
 
For generating the chlorine centered 3c, modifications had to be made to the 
general procedure. The precursor 2 was dried thoroughly under vacuum, dissolved 
in dry CD2Cl2, cooled to -80 °C and Cl2(g) introduced via a balloon. Due to the 
sensitivity of this complex, the solution was kept dry at -80 °C during the course of 
the experiment to minimize moisture induced decomposition. The colorless 
solution of 2 turned yellow upon addition of Cl2(g) and AgCl(s) precipitate formed 
which was allowed to settle to the bottom of the vial. Under pre-cooled and dry 
conditions the yellowish supernatant was subsequently transferred into an NMR 
tube fitted with a septum and transferred into the NMR magnet, precooled to -
80°C. Considering that the nitrogens are the direct sites of interaction upon 
complex formation, the most drastic shift changes are expected in the 15N NMR 
shift. As δ 15N NMR has a four times wider chemical shift scale, ca 800 ppm, as 
compared to 13C NMR, ca 200 ppm, it is expected to provide higher sensitivity for 
detection of the formation of weak molecular complexes in solution.47 For the 
iodine and bromine centered 3a & 3b, 1H15N HMBC spectra provide the strongest 
evidence for complexation as 15N NMR chemical shift changes in the magnitude of 
~100 ppm are observed. Due to rapid relaxation of atoms close to the chloronium 
nucleus, the δ15N of 3c could not be detected. Figure 8 shows a comparison 
between the longitudinal relaxation rates (T1) measured by inversion recovery 
experiments for 1(1.61s), 2 (1.49s), and 3c (0.08s), and for the analogous [NHN]+ 
complex (0.71s) that may form upon moisture induced decomposition of 1-3. The 
rapid relaxation may be due to the proximity of a quadrupolar center or may be the 
consequence of a dynamic process. At the same temperature 1 & 2 relax more 
slowly whereas the analogous [NHN]+ complex has a somewhat faster relaxation 
N
2 eq
AgOTf
DCM
Hexane
N
Ag
N
TfO
X2
DCM(dry)
Hexane(dry)
- AgX
N
X
N
TfO
X = I2(s), Br2(l), Cl2(g)
1 2
3
a = I b = Br c = Cl
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rate than 1 and 2, which is expected, as it is known48 to exist as a mixture involved 
in a rapid equilibrium exchange process.49 The longitudinal relaxation of 3c is 
significantly faster than that of the dynamic [NHN]+ complex suggesting that the 
rapid relaxation rate of 3c is not due to an exchange process. 
 
 
Figure 8. The inversion recovery experiment of all 4 different species compared. The data 
points of bis(pyridine)chloronium triflate 3c are in black (T1 = 0.08 s) and those of 
bis(pyridine)silver(I) triflate 2 in green (T1 = 1.49 s), pyridine 1 in red (T1 = 1.61 s) and NHN 
complex in yellow (T1 = 0.71 s). The exceptionally rapid relaxation observed for 3c is the 
consequence of the quadrupolar moment of chlorine(I).  
 
In addition to inversion recovery experiments, the formation of the chloronium 
species was further confirmed by comparing its proton and carbon shifts to that of 
2. Fig 9 shows the overlapped 1H NMR spectra of the two whereby a considerable 
shift change is observed when chlorine gas is introduced into the precursor 
solution. Due to the high reactivity of complex 3c, upon contact with humidity it 
decomposes to the corresponding [bis(pyridinium)]+ triflate which can be seen as 
the minor set of broad peaks in the same spectrum. In order to determine whether 
there are similar dynamic processes occurring within the halogen bonded molecular 
entity as there is in the hydrogen bonded system, the NMR technique of measuring 
the temperature dependence of isotopic perturbation of equilibrium (IPE) may be 
applied. This method allows for distinguishing a single, static symmetric molecule 
from a pair of rapidly interconverting asymmetric isomers by measuring 
temperature dependence of the magnitude of equilibrium isotope shift induced by 
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isotope substitution close to the interaction site. The major advantage of this 
method is that it succeeds even when the signals coming from the different 
tautomers are coalesced and become identical to those of a single static structure 
([N−X⋅⋅⋅N]+ ⇄ [N⋅⋅⋅X−N]+ or [N⋅⋅⋅X⋅⋅⋅N]+). However, due to the temperature 
dependence of the chloronium species, we were unable to perform IPE on 3c. Its 
structure was therefore confirmed by computational analysis in addition to NMR.  
 
 
 
Fig 9. Bis(pyridine) chloronium (red) and bis(pyridine)silver (blue). A considerable shift 
change is observed upon introduction of Cl2. Moisture induced decomposition was also 
observed and shown as the minor set of peaks (unmarked) in the red spectra. 
 
 
N
Cl
N
N
Ag
N
TfO TfO
8.87
8.46
8.02
8.67
7.94
7.54
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6.3 Synthesis and NMR of 3d 
 
Due to the known hazards associated with the use of F2 gas, we employed a 
different strategy towards the generation of an [NFN]+ complex (Scheme 4). The 
commercially available N-fluoropyridinium tetrafluoroborate salt was dissolved in 
dry CD3CN instead of CD2Cl2 due to the poor solubility of ionic species in the 
latter. Pyridine (1 eq) was carefully added and the resulting shift changes measured. 
Bearing in mind the choice of solvent, we conducted the experiment at -40 °C since 
acetonitrile freezes below that. Based on earlier work,50 it was known that these 
complexes were unstable at room temperature considering that N-fluoropyridinium 
is an excellent fluorinating agent. In contrast to its iodine, bromine and chlorine 
centered analogues, complex 3d gave two distinct sets of signals indicating that its 
pyridines were in different chemical environments – one set of signals 
corresponding to a pyridine ring having a strong N-F covalent bond; and another 
that indicated towards a weaker halogen bond (Table 1, Figure 10). As the 
temperature was raised, the sample decomposed rapidly generating multiple sets of 
peaks indicating the progress of chemical reaction and thus the formation of 
several reaction products. 
 
N
N
F
N
3d
N
F
CD3CN (dry)
-40°C
BF4- BF4-
 
 
Scheme 4. Modified route employed towards generating the fluorine centered complex 3d 
due to known hazards associated with F2(g) 
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Figure 10. HSQC spectra of 3c and 3d. The distinct signal separation observed for the 
asymmetric [NFN]+ species(right) is in sharp contrast to the symmetric [NClN]+ species (left).  
 
Although the change in the nitrogen for the incoming pyridine ring and the fluorine 
chemical shift of the covalently bound ring are only in the magnitude of 2-3 ppm, 
[15N (?? -65.8 to -68.8) and 19F (?? 47.0 to 45.9)] these along with a significant 
reduction in diffusion rate indicates the formation of a weak, halogen bonded 
complex. N-Fluoropyridinium diffuses significantly faster when free and drastically 
reduces its speed when the second pyridine moiety is introduced (free = 120.3 x 10-
10 m2s-1 ??coordinated = 41.2 x 10-10 m2s-1). Although the incoming pyridine ring is 
still diffusing slightly faster (46.7 x 10-10 m2s-1) than the covalently bound ring, if no 
interaction occurred at all between them; it would diffuse more independently. The 
above data are compatible with a weakly interacting mixture of pyridine and N-
fluoropyridinium tetrafluoroborate and the resulting formation corresponds better 
to an asymmetric system held together by a conventional, weak halogen bond 
instead (Table 1). Hence, even though the ?-hole of fluorine is small, at low 
temperatures, the weak halogen bond of 3d can be detected.  
N
F
N
3d
BF4-
N
Cl
N
3c
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Table 1. Chemical shift changes observed upon formation of 3a-d 
 
     
 
Substance X Temp 
 
ᵟN(ppm) 
 
ᵟF(ppm) 
 
Diffusion rate 
D(1H)m2s-1 
N
X
N
 
 
 
I 25°C -175.1   
Br 25°C -142.9   
Cl -80°C n.d.  
 
N N
X  
F -35°C -122.1 45.9 
 
41.2 x 10-10 
 
  -68.8  
 
46.7 x 10-10 
 
N
X  
F -35°C -122.1 47.0 
 
120.3 x 10-10 
 
N  
- -35°C -65.8  
 
 
 
6.4 Computational optimization 
 
Molecular symmetry is commonly described by potential electrostatic energy 
curves.51 The three possible scenarios that the [X]+ can adapt are as follows  (i) 
static symmetric - to be centered between the nitrogens having two equal N−X 
distances or (ii) static asymmetric - have a strong preference to be closer to one 
nitrogen over the other [N−X⋅⋅⋅N]+ or (iii) dynamic asymmetric whereby the 
halogen can rapidly move between the nitrogens over a shallow energy barrier 
([N−X⋅⋅⋅N]+ ⇄ [N⋅⋅⋅X−N]+ ). The latter may lead to coalescence of the individual 
NMR signals coming from the interchanging forms and thus the observation of a 
single, time-averaged signal is similar to the signal from a static form (Figure 11).  
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Single energy minima are often correlated with static symmetric geometries 
corresponding to scenario (i) whereby the nitrogen is equidistant from both donors 
[N⋅⋅⋅X⋅⋅⋅N]+. The [N+−F⋅⋅⋅N] system is an example of a static asymmetric scenario 
(ii) whereby the asymmetry is visible in the 1H and 13C NMR spectrum as two 
distinct set of signals due to a high energy barrier between the isomeric states.  
 
 
 
Figure 11. The calculated potential energy wells for the bis(pyridine) halonium complexes 
describing the relationship between their geometry and energy.  From left to right: NIN (3a), 
NBrN (3b), NClN (3c) and NFN (3d).  
 
 
To confirm the experimentally determined symmetries, the geometries of the 
[NXN]+ complexes 3a-d were evaluated by computational methods (Figure 12). 
Geometry optimizations were performed on the DFT level (B3LYP) applying a 
dichloromethane solvent model using the B3LYP functional.1 The symmetric 
NXN systems are predicted to be 16-20 kJ mol-1  more stable than the 
corresponding asymmetric N-X…N complexes and the creation of a symmetric 
NFN bond would require an overall 138 kJ mol-1 energy investment. Accordingly, 
3d does not form a symmetric complex and 3c does. 
1Calculations were performed by Assoc. Prof. Jürgen Gräfenstein and former MSc student Marcus Reitti 
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Figure 12. DFT geometry optimization (B3LYP/LANL08d) predicted static, symmetric [N–
X–N]+ halogen bonds for the iodine, bromine and chlorine centered bis(pyridine)halonium 
complexes shown from the left to the right, whereas an asymmetric arrangement for fluorine. 
Iodine is shown in violet, bromine in red, chlorine in yellow and fluorine in green.  
 
6.5 Summary Paper I  
 
In conclusion, DFT confirms NMR observation that much like the heavier 
halogens, the chlorine centered [NClN]+ complex also forms a symmetric geometry 
when trapped between pyridine moieties. The [NFN]+ system is asymmetric, 
analogous to the [N?H???N]+ hydrogen bond52,53 but due to a high energy barrier 
between the donors, isomerization is disfavored.  
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7. Counterion Effects on XB Symmetry (Paper II)  
 
 
The solid state structure as detected by X-ray diffraction does not necessarily 
represent the solution geometry. Therefore, a disordered environment, such as that 
in solution, can induce asymmetry whereas the same system can display a 
symmetric arrangement in a more restricted, ordered environment such as in crystal 
structures. Although slight differences in N-X distances of positively charged 
bromine(I)45-46 and iodine(I) species54,55,56 between nitrogen donors were reported 
earlier in solid state, their symmetries were not verified in solution. As part of our 
ongoing investigation for gaining an improved understanding of 3c4e halogen 
bonding in solution,57,40a-c counterion effects were investigated to see whether the 
geometry of the [bis(pyridine)iodine]+ system could potentially be influenced. The 
counterion may coordinate to the [NIN]+ system in one of three ways: (a) it may 
coordinate strongly to one pyridine ring over the other and induce asymmetry, or 
(b) symmetrically orient itself from both rings and not affect the geometry at all, or 
(c) coordinate to one ring but not induce any symmetry changes in the [NXN]+ 
bond. Depending on the orientation, the complex may have varying reactivities as 
the halogen could potentially be transferred with more ease from one system over 
the other in the presence of an olefin for example. A schematic representation of 
the idea is shown in Figure 13. 
 
                                            
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13. The three different scenarios that could arise from counterion 
coordination. Left. CI coordination leads to distortion of linearity. Middle CI does
not have a preference for one over the other. Right Weak CI coordination does not
affect N-I distances. 
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In order to elucidate whether counterions can influence the symmetry of 3a 
([N−I⋅⋅⋅N]+ ⇄ [N⋅⋅⋅I−N]+) the isotopic perturbation of equilibrium method was 
utilized following published procedures.57b, 57c  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14. Schematic potential energy curves for a static symmetric species (blue) and that of 
rapidly interconverting, asymmetric one (red). If the exchange between them is fast enough, 
signal coalescence arises and the two appear to be exactly the same by NMR due to signal 
coalescence.       
 
 
 
7.1 Isotopic Perturbation of Equilibrium (IPE) 
 
IPE, a principle based on an isotope induced perturbation of equilibrium, requires 
the selective introduction of an isotope that results in a chemical shift difference 
called the isotope effect in an isotopolog mixture. The choice of isotope varies but 
most common is the substitution of a 1H with 2H or 16O with 18O. 58 This technique 
was successfully utilized to elucidate the asymmetry in intramolecular NHN and 
OHO hydrogen bonds59 for example (Scheme 5).60,49a It should be noted that the 
labeling should take place with an isotope that is of similar size to that which is 
being substituted. Introduction of the isotope itself should not cause any overall 
major structural changes therefore inadvertently inducing asymmetry. The isotope 
is selectively introduced close to the interaction site causing vibrational energy 
changes in a molecule which eventually affect the observed vibrationally averaged 
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NMR parameters.61 This asymmetric introduction of the isotope will perturb any 
rapid equilibrium process the system may be undergoing.  
 
 
O
18OH
O
O
F
F
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H H
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Scheme 5. Examples of geometries evaluated by using IPE. 
 
 
 
For the isotopologs discussed in this thesis, the labelling is introduced into the C2 
position of 3a by replacing a 1H with a 2H. Following the Born-Oppenheimer 
approximation which provides a theoretical description of isotopic substitution on 
molecular properties,62 the two participants of the equilibrium process will have 
differences in their zero point energies (ZPE) as the ZPE for a C-H bond is slightly 
larger than that of a C-D.63 ZPE is inversely proportional to the square root of 
mass, therefore the slightly heavier deuterium will be lower in energy.64 Equilibrium 
isotope effects are temperature dependent and are therefore possible to detect as 
the magnitude of the isotope shift will have a large temperature dependency. Since 
this NMR technique requires 13C analysis of an isotopolog mixture; two sets of 
signals are observed - one from the deuterated and the other from the non-
deuterated analog for the same position. Figure 15 demonstrates the signal 
separation that is observed when an isotopolog mixture is present. The pair of 
signals arising from a selected position of the pyridine ring is shown as an example, 
but isotope shifts are detectable on every carbon of the pyridine ring. The C2 and 
C3 positions give the largest isotope shifts being closest to the site of substitution. 
Additionally, there is some loss of intensity for the C2 signal (one bond away from 
D) due to reduced NOE as a result of a proton substitution to deuterium making 
C3 (two bonds away from D) an easy and reliable position to measure the 
magnitude of isotope shifts on.   
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Figure 15. 13C chemical shift difference that arises in an isotopologue mixture, 2Δobs for the 
C3 position in a sample containing deuterated and non-deuterated pyridines 
 
 
This shift difference, or the isotope effect, is described as nΔobs, where n is the 
number of bonds between the position of substitution and the investigated carbon. 
Therefore as n increases, nΔobs decreases.  nΔobs has two factors contributing to it; an 
intrinsic effect, n∆0 which arises simply due to the substitution by an isotope and an 
equilibrium effect, n∆eq which manifests only if there are equilibrium processes 
occurring within the system (eq 1).  
 
nΔobs = δC(D) − δC(H) = n∆0 + n∆eq                 (1) 
 
Since n∆eq arises from exchange processes occurring within the system, the 
magnitude of n∆eq depends on the equilibrium constant K of the exchange process 
as denoted by  
 
n∆eq =   D(K−1)/[2(K+1)]                   (2) 
 
where D denotes the chemical shift difference between the signals of the isomeric 
forms. The equilibrium constant, K, is temperature dependent according to the 
N D
C3D
N
C3H
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van’t Hoff equation,65 therefore so is nΔeq. The intrinsic effect will manifest itself in 
both the static symmetric and rapidly equilibrating forms since it occurs due to the 
substitution of a 1H with 2H and is also temperature dependent as a result of 
solvent polarity changing slightly with temperature therefore modulating the 
electron density of the nitrogen lone pair of the pyridine.66 However, the effect 
diminishes rapidly with increasing n. The main difference between nΔeq and n∆0 
therefore lies in that; the magnitude of the isotope shift from equilibrating systems 
has a significantly larger temperature dependency than those from static geometries 
as the former is a reflection of the temperature induced alteration of an equilibrium 
process.  
 
7.2 Synthesis, Analysis & Variable Temperature (VT) NMR 
 
Investigated isotopolog mixtures were generated following a procedure similar to 
that for 3a-c with some modifications (Scheme 6). By adding the silver salt into a 
mixture of deuterated and non-deuterated pyridines, the precursor 
[bis(pyridine)Ag]+ complex 5 was synthesized. The CIs were chosen such that they 
varied according to size and coordination strength and were introduced at this stage 
by varying the Ag(I) salt. Before addition of the halogen, the precursor was dried 
thoroughly to avoid any moisture induced decomposition. Silver halide precipitated 
out as the DCM solution of I2 was added. The solid was centrifuged and the 
supernatant transferred to a separate pre-dried vial. The electrophilic I+ species that 
formed was trapped between the two donors thereby generating 6a-h. Addition of 
dry hexane to the supernatant yielded the desired complex as an isotopolog 
mixture. 
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Scheme 6.Generation of isotopologue mixtures for IPE studies 
 
This mixture was then dissolved in dry CD2Cl2 and 13C {1H,2H} spectra acquired 
from 25°C to -40°C with 10°C intervals. In order to obtain higher sensitivity and 
thereby increase the reliability of the measurement, the spectra were acquired with 
simultaneous proton and deuterium decoupling. If decoupling were not applied, the 
signal to noise ratio would be significantly reduced due to 13C-2H (JCD) couplings 
resulting in the signals coming from the deuterated analog to be split into triplets. 
This is illustrated in the superimposed spectra below (Figure 16) whereby the 
higher intensity obtained as a consequence of decoupling is demonstrated.  
 
 
 
Figure 16. Increasing signal intensity and thereby reliability of the measurement by 
decoupling. Measurement in black is with 1H decoupling. Same spectra in red with 
simultaneous decoupling on 1H and 2H frequencies. 
 
isotope shift 
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The temperature coefficients of the isotope shifts were acquired from the slope of 
nΔobs vs. reciprocal temperature (1/T (K)) plots (Table 2). For each of the CIs, 
isotope shifts were measured for each carbon of the pyridine ring at each 
temperature and the sum of the isotope shifts, ΣΔobs/T compared. For simplicity,  
Table 2 shows the isotope effect for only the C3 position and the summation over 
the whole complex for comparison. The Δobs/T for each position are given in 
detail in paper II. For a complete and thorough comparison, the geometries are 
discussed in relation to two reference systems: (i)  that of free pyridines as the static 
reference (no dynamics) providing estimates for the intrinsic isotope shifts i.e. 
∆obs=n∆0; and (ii) the [bis(pyridine)hydrogen]+ complex which has already been 
established to be asymmetric both in solution and in the solid state67 and therefore 
generates, in addition to the intrinsic, the equilibrium component as well; ∆obs= n∆0 
+ n∆eq. Its asymmetry becomes apparent by 1H NMR without any labeling at -
150°C. 67 
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Scheme 7. The different systems compared by IPE 
 
 
 
Since the studied systems show an overall small temperature dependency in 
comparison to the asymmetric [NHN]+OTf-, we conclude that complexes 6a-h 
occur as static, symmetric species in solution with the I+ equidistant from the two 
nitrogens. Their ΣΔobs/T shifts are more similar to those of free pyridines measured 
over the same temperature range. The above observations concur well with 
previously reported high energetic gain upon the formation of a symmetric 
[N⋅⋅⋅I⋅⋅⋅N]+ halogen bond.68 Noteworthy to reiterate is that IPE experiment allows 
us to reproduce that the [NHN]+ system is indeed asymmetric but without having 
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to cool the spectrometer to -150°C.48 Dynamic systems possess an equilibrium 
isotope effect that has a large temperature dependency, well reflected in the 
??obs/T data for the [NHN]+ system.  If the the halogen bonded systems 6a-h 
were involved in an equilibrium effect, their ??obs/T would be expected to be 
larger.  
 
 
Table 2. (Left)Temperature coefficients (ppm K) of the isotope shifts of 6a-h observed for 
CD2Cl2 solutions from 25°C to -40°C. (Right) Isotope shift 2?obs vs reciprocal temperature plot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a The counterion was scavenged using Bn12BU[6] thus providing the  naked [bis(pyridine)iodine]+ 
  
Anion C3 
2?obs 
??obs/T  
(ppm×K-1) 
 
Pyr/Pyr-d -5.0 15.0 
   
BF4- -8.4 18.2 
ClO4- -8.3 17.8 
PF6- -8.9 19.0 
SbF6- -9.0 19.4 
OTf- -8.5 18.4 
TsO- -8.1 14.2 
NO3- -8.0 17.2 
CF3CO2- -8.8 20.6 _a -9.4 20.0 
   
[NHN] OTf- -9.8 34 
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7.3 Scavenging the CI  
 
In addition to determining the effect on the symmetry of [NXN]+ complexes upon 
varying the CI, we further investigated how they behave in the absence of the CI as 
tight ion pairing of the counterion to the cationic [NIN]+ complex was observed 
for their CD2Cl2 solution by diffusion NMR spectroscopy (DOSY). Does the 
[NIN]+ complex hold its static, linear arrangement independent of the CI? By 
scavenging the CI with bambusuril Bn12BU[6],69 an anion scavenger that has high 
affinity towards tetrafluoroborate and triflate anions, we analyzed the [NIN]+ 
complex in the absence of its CI. In order to ensure that the CI was completely 
removed, we added a slight excess of bambusuril to the CD2Cl2 sample of 6b and 
consequently measured the temperature dependence of its isotope effects. A clear 
cross peak in a F,H-HOESY spectrum between the protons of the bambusuril and 
the fluorine of BF4- ensured that the cationic complex was completely detached 
from its CI. A comparison of the isotope shifts obtained for this “counterion free” 
system with those of the static symmetric and dynamic asymmetric references 
showed that the [bis(pyridine)iodine]+ system prefers to be linear even in the 
absence of a CI and that its geometry holds true independent of the CI. (Table 2) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17. HOESY showing crosspeak between bambusuril protons and the BF4- 
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In addition to the measured isotope shifts, further confirmation that the [NIN]+ 
skeleton experienced no change upon scavenging the CI was obtained from the 
δ15N shifts. As shown in Table 3 the nitrogen shift of the system before and after 
remained completely unaffected. The diffusion rate of the complexes demonstrates 
that tight ion pairing was observed before addition of the scavenger. After the 
addition of the scavenger, the anion and bambusuril diffuse with the same rate, i.e. 
are complexed, whereas the cationic complex diffuses independently and faster 
than the bambusuril-anion complex. 
 
Table 3. Translational diffusion coefficients, measured by 1H and 19F NMR detection and 
15N NMR chemical shifts before and after bambusuril addition 
 
 
  D(cation)  
x 10
-10
(m2s-1) 
D(anion)  
x 10
-10
(m2s-1) 
δ(15N)  
(ppm) 
     
BF4- 16.8 16.4 -175.1 
    
 CI free 9.4 6.0 -175.5 
    
 Bn12BU[6]  5.8  
N
I
N
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7.4 XB in the solid state & in silico (DFT) 
 
Single crystals were obtained for the nondeuterated precursor 5 and 6a-g. X-ray 
analyses verified that the iodine centered 6 prefers a linear, symmetric bis-
coordinated geometry in the solid state regardless of the nature of the CI.2 The CI 
has a negligible influence on the N-I bond length,<0.2%, and coordinates weakly. 
Importantly, as shown in Figure 18, although the CI is closer to one pyridine ring 
over the other, it does not induce any distortion to the symmetry of the halogen 
bonded complexes. In contrast, the silver(I) centered precursor displays a 
significantly different trend and forms intricate networks with the more strongly 
coordinating CI’s.70 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 18.  (Top) Networks generated by a direct CI coordination to the Ag center. (Bottom) 
Regardless of the CI, the [NIN]+ linearity remains unaffected. 
  
2Calculations were performed by Assoc. Prof. Jürgen Gräfenstein and former MSc student Marcus Reitti 
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Additionally, computationally predicted distances and angles confirm those 
measured in the solid state and confirm the experimental findings (Table 4). Both 
X-ray data and computation shows that the N-I bond length within the [NIN]+  
complex is virtually unaffected by the CI and the N-I-N bond angle shows only 
minor variations remaining overall linear. 
 
Table 4. Computationally predicted and X-ray crystallographically determined N–I bond 
distances and N–I–N bond angles 
 
 Computationally predicted distances 
and angles 
X-ray crystallographic distances and angles 
Anion r(N–I)1 r(N–I)2 σ (N–I–N) r(N–I)1 r(N–I)2 σ (N–I–N) 
 (Å) (Å) (°) (Å) (Å) (°) 
BF4- 2.301 2.301 178.0 2.260(3) 2.260(3) 180.0 
ClO4- 2.301 2.301 175.8 2.257(2) 2.257(2) 180.0 
PF6- 2.303 2.301 178.8 2.268(2) 2.268(2) 180.0 
SbF6- 2.302 2.302 179.2 2.252(3) 2.252(3) 180.0 
OTf- 2.301 2.300 178.0 2.246(8) 2.261(7) 178.0(3) 
TsO- 2.301 2.300 177.8 2.241(3) 2.268(3) 178.75(8) 
NO3- 2.303 2.303 179.0 2.250(4) 2.250(4) 180.0 
CF3CO2- 2.302 2.298 177.4 - - - 
 
 
7.5 Summary Paper II  
 
In conclusion, the counterion does not influence the halogen bond geometry. Even 
in the absence of the counterion, the much preferred [N⋅⋅⋅I⋅⋅⋅N]+ linearity holds 
true. The symmetry of complexes possessing different CIs was verified by IPE, X-
ray and DFT, and all different methods concur. The counter ion does not 
coordinate directly to iodine(I) in these complexes. Despite high similarities, the 
analogous transition metal complexes that have Ag(I) in the centrum allow for 
direct CI coordination to the metal centre and generate inricate networks in the 
solid state. 
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8. Pentavalent Carbonium Ion in Solution        
(Manuscript III)  
 
Similar to the cationic halogen, [X]+, held in position by two N−X halogen bonds 
in 3c4e complexes, the carbenium carbon, [C]+, of triphenylcarbenium 
tetrafluoroborate 7 has an empty pz-orbital that possesses ‘p-holes’. This p-orbital is 
capable of simultaneously forming two N-C bonds upon overlapping with the 
nonbonding orbital of bis(pyridine-2-ylethynyl)benzene 8. The two nitrogen donors 
of 8 are positioned at an optimal distance and in ideal orientation to provide orbital 
overlap and is hence expected to form bonds possessing a partial covalent 
character,71 thereby converting the trivalent carbenium of 7 into a pentavalent 
carbonium in 9 (Scheme 8). If thermodynamically stable, such a complex will be 
analogous to the transition state of SN2 reactions and may be useful as a model 
system. 
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Scheme 8. Syntheses of complexes 9a-f and 10b-c, where R = H (a-c), Me (d), OMe (e), 
NMe2 (f), R’ = CF3 (a), Me (b), H (c-f). 
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8.1 Synthesis  
 
Compound 8 and its substituted analogs were synthesized following a previously 
published procedure.72 Pyridine, 4-picoline, 7a and 7f were commercially available, 
whereas 7d and 7e were synthesized from their triaryl alcohol and triaryl halide 
precursors, respectively (Scheme 9).73 To generate complexes 9a-f (Scheme 8), 7a-f 
and donors 8a-d (1:1) were mixed at room temperature under dry conditions in an 
NMR tube, using dry CD2Cl2 as solvent. For the generation of 10 b-c (Scheme 8), 
two equivalents of dried pyridine or picoline were added to the CD2Cl2 solution of 
triphenylcarbenium tetrafluoroborate, 7a. As mentioned earlier, 15N NMR has an 
inherently wide chemical shift range, ca 800 ppm, and it is expected to provide 
large, easy to detect chemical shift changes upon formation of weak molecular 
complexes in which a nitrogen acts as a Lewis base.71b, 74 Due to its proven 
applicability, 15N NMR was applied here as the primary tool to detect the formation 
of analogous [N⋅⋅⋅C⋅⋅⋅N]+ complexes. 
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Scheme 9. Generation of cations 7d and 7e 
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8.2 NMR 
 
The observation of a single set of 15N NMR signals for 9a-f suggests the formation 
of complexes in which the trityl carbon is equally strongly bound to both Lewis 
basic nitrogens (Table 5, full table in manuscript III). Accordingly, the 15N NMR 
chemical shift change observed on the bidentate donor is accompanied by a large 
13C NMR chemical shift change of the carbenium carbon (Table 5), supporting the 
formation of an [N⋅⋅⋅C⋅⋅⋅N]+ type complex. Following literature conventions,75 
δcoord is defined as the chemical shift difference of the complex and the free form, 
that is δcoord = δcomplex - δfree . Whereas bidentate ligands 8a-d promote formation of 
a symmetric [N⋅⋅⋅C⋅⋅⋅N]+ complex, the mono-dentate Lewis bases pyridine and 
picoline form asymmetric ion pairs with 7a as indicated by the observation of two 
sets of 15N NMR chemical shifts for 10b-c (Table 5). The coordination shifts, 
δ15Ncoord, of the latter complexes suggests that one of the nitrogens form a strong, 
presumably covalent bond to the carbenium carbon of 7a, whereas the other 
nitrogen is involved in a weaker secondary interaction. The magnitude of the 
observed chemical shift changes are expected to reflect the electron density 
alteration of the studied complexes, even if they do not necessarily correlate with 
bond strength.75 Upon decreasing the electron deficiency of the carbenium carbon, 
9c→f, smaller δ15Ncoord and δ13Ccoord are detected (Table 5) that may be due to a 
gradual weakening of the [N⋅⋅⋅C⋅⋅⋅N]+ interaction upon decreasing the 
nucleophilicity of the carbenium carbon. The strong electron donating NMe2 
functionality of 7f efficiently decreases the electrophilicity of the carbenium carbon, 
likely via hyperconjugation, resulting in undetectably small δ15Ncoord and δ13Ccoord 
and thus preventing complex formation. For complex 9e, weak complex formation 
is reflected in δ15Ncoord, whereas no δ13Ccoord is seen, revealing that 15N NMR is a 
more sensitive tool for detection of [N⋅⋅⋅C⋅⋅⋅N]+ complex formation than 13C NMR. 
Increasing electron density of the Lewis basic nitrogen of the bidentate ligand, 8a < 
8c < 8b, is associated with an increase of δ15Ncoord, that is 9a < 9c < 9b, whereas 
δ13Ccoord remains virtually unaltered. The weak electron donating effect of a 4-Me 
substituent does not have a large influence on the coordination shifts as reflected 
by the comparable δ15Ncoord and δ13Ccoord, of 9b and 9c as well as 10b and 10c.  
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 Table 5. 15N and 13C coordination shifts of carbenium complexes 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In line with expectation, upon mixing 7a with 1,2,-bis(phenylethynyl)benzene, an 
analogue of 8c but without any Lewis basic nitrogen, no 13C NMR chemical shift 
alteration on 7a could be observed corroborating that the interaction seen for 9a-f 
involves the nitrogens. As an additional control, the 15N NMR shift of 8c was 
measured in the presence of tri–p-tolylmethanol. This resulted in no nitrogen 
chemical shift alteration of 8c. The two control experiments confirm that the large 
δ15Ncoord and δ13Ccoord observed for 9c cannot be due to moisture-induced 
decomposition of 7a and subsequent hydrogen bonding of triphenylmethanol to 
8c. Whereas bidentate ligands 8a-d promote formation of a symmetric [N⋅⋅⋅C⋅⋅⋅N]+ 
complex, the monodentate Lewis bases pyridine and picoline form asymmetric ion 
pairs with 7a as indicated by the observation of two sets of 15N NMR chemical 
shifts for 10b-c (Table 5, Figure 19). The coordination shifts, δ15Ncoord, of the latter 
complexes suggest that one of the nitrogens forms a strong, presumably covalent 
bond to the carbenium carbon of 7a, whereas the other nitrogen is involved in a 
weaker secondary interaction. 
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 R, R’ δ15Ncoord(ppm) δ13Ccoord(ppm) 
9a H, CF3 -28.1 110.2 
9b H, Me -82.0 110.2 
9c H, H -79.5 109.8 
9d Me, H -45.5 123.0 
9e OMe, H -16.0 0.0 
9f NMe2, H 0.4 0.0 
10b H, Me -86.5 
-41.7 
122.1 
10c H, H -86.3 
-8.8 
121.0 
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Figure 19. Superimposed 1H,15N HMBC spectra of complexes 9c (red) and 10c (green) 
acquired in CD2Cl2 solution at room temperature. Whereas 9c shows a single set of NMR 
signals suggesting equally strong coordination of the carbenium ion to both nitrogens, 10c 
has an asymmetric structure with a strongly and a weakly coordinating nitrogen revealed by 
two sets of signals. 
 
Hence, the bidentate Lewis base 8c is capable of stabilizing a reactive carbenium 
ion 7a that rapidly reacts with its monodentate analogue. Strong complexation for 
9c was also supported by the comparable translational diffusion coefficients of 7a 
(11.5 × 10-10 m2s-1) and 8c (13.8 × 10-10 m2s-1) of the formed complex. The diffusion 
coefficients of 7a and one of the pyridines (?15Ncoord -86.3 ppm) of complex 10c are 
similar (9.8 × 10-10 m2s_1 and 9.4 × 10-10 m2s_1), indicating that these are connected 
and diffuse together, whereas the second weakly complexing pyridine (?15Ncoord -8.8 
ppm) has a diffusion coefficient (25.6 × 10-10m2 s_1) that indicates that this pyridine 
moves independently of 7a in solution. 
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8.3 Diels-Alder (DA) Kinetics 
 
Triphenyl carbenium ions are powerful Lewis acid catalysts that were used, for 
example, to facilitate Diels-Alder reactions.76 Such reactions do not proceed in the 
absence of a catalyst, whereas upon activation with 0.5 mol% triphenylcarbenium 
7a they give high conversion within 30 min.76 Therefore to provide additional 
evidence for the formation of a strong [N???C???N]+ complex in 9c, we monitored 
the progress of two reactions by acquiring the 1H NMR integrals of the starting 
material and the product using their well-separated aldehyde protons as reporter 
nuclei. In Figure 20 a, the Diels-Alder reaction progresses with second order rate in 
the presence of 7a. However, when 9c is added in which a carbenium ion with an 
empty p-orbital capable of acting as Lewis acid is converted into a carbonium, the 
reaction did not give any conversion. This confirms the strong complexation of 7a 
to 8c. This observation corroborates the proposed binding mode by NMR which 
was further confirmed by isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) (full details in 
manuscript III). Lastly, it supports the formation of a symmetric [N???C???N]+ 
complex, in which both lobes of the p-orbital of the carbenium ion are involved in 
an efficient overlap with the nonbonding orbitals of the pyridine nitrogens of the 
ligand as shown by NMR as otherwise, some conversion would have been 
observed in the DA reaction. 
 
 
Figure 20. The progress of the Diels-Alder condensation, run under literature conditions,76 
of 1,3-cyclohexadiene (1.2 eq) and acrolein (1 mmol) in CD2Cl2 in the presence of 0.5 mol% 
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7a or 9c was monitored by 1H NMR in an NMR tube at room temperature for 1 hour. The 
integral of the signals of the aldehyde proton of the starting material and of the product was 
used to follow the progress of the reaction. Whereas the reaction catalyzed by 7a (red) 
progresses with second order rate, the addition of 8c inhibits it (green) through masking the 
Lewis acidic 7a by formation of the strong complex 9c. 
 
8.4 Summary manuscript III 
 
The first experimental evidence of the synthesis of a stable pentavalent carbonium 
compound is established by intermolecular interaction. A trivalent carbenium ion is 
converted into a pentavalent carbonium complex by simultaneous overlap of both 
lobes of the empty p-orbital of the former species with the nonbonding orbitals of 
two Lewis bases positioned to form a linear three-center-four-electron [N⋅⋅⋅C⋅⋅⋅N]+ 
bond. The observation of a single set of NMR between 7 and 8 indicates the 
formation of a symmetric pentavalent complex whose electron density can be 
modulated by substitution. 15N NMR resulted in being a far better measurement 
tool to 13C NMR for the detection of formation of the [N⋅⋅⋅C⋅⋅⋅N]+ complex. 
Similar to the SN2 transition state, the central carbon of these complexes form a 
three-center-four electron bond with a trigonal bi-pyramidal geometry. Therefore, 
these compounds may be applicable as model systems for the SN2 transition state 
as compared with the previously proposed isoelectronic three-center-four-electron 
halogen bonds.77 
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9. Concluding Remarks 
 
This thesis describes the solution investigation of [NXN]+ and [NCN]+ complexes 
possessing three center four electron bond. Their stability, symmetry and geometry 
have been discussed as a whole and the following conclusions were drawn 
 
• In addition to 1H NMR, inversion recovery experiments prove the formation 
and existence of the [NClN]+ complex at low -80ºC. Geometry 
optimizations performed at the DFT level suggest that the [NClN]+ complex 
is symmetric in solution.  
 
• An [NFN]+ complex was synthesized, and was demonstrated by NMR and 
DFT to prefer a static and asymmetric geometry. It is stable at -40 ºC in a 
CD3CN solution. 
 
• Using IPE NMR, we have confirmed that [NIN]+ complexes are static and 
symmetric independent of their counterion in both solution and in the solid 
state, as determined by X-ray diffraction and computation at the DFT level. 
 
• Symmetric [NCN]+ complexes are formed upon the interaction of a 
carbenium with a bidentate nitrogen ligand that provides an optimal orbital 
overlap with the lobes of the empty p-orbital of the carbenium. In contrast, 
the carbenium initiates an N-alkylation reaction with a mondoentate Lewis 
base. The binding affinity of the carbenium to the bidentate ligand was 
assessed by calorimetry whereas its structure studied by solution NMR  
spectroscopy. 
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